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AUGER AND XPS SPECTROSCOPE LABORATORY: Auger and XPS laboratory Edifício Ciência, Level 01 - Room 5.01 Goals: Auger and the XPS laboratory are part of the facilities available at Instituto Superior Técnico (ICEMS), and the aim of the laboratory is to provide scientific support in surface
engineering research. The laboratory serves research groups from IST, other universities, research laboratories and industry. Contacts: For information or use from the techniques, please contact: M. F. Montemor (mfmontemor@ist.utl.pt) The terms of use of the laboratory: The terms of use and usage
prices are described elsewhere. To access the lab, users must fill out the user file. INFORMATION ABOUT TECHNICALS Auger Electron Spectroscopy (often defined as AES) derived its name in the late 1960s from Pierre Auger (French physicist), who first observed the Auger effect in the mid-1920s.
Since then, AES has become one of the most powerful analytical techniques for surface analysis. Background Basic Auger process includes four steps (Figure 1) ● The removal of an inner shell electron and the formation of a cavity. Various sources of warning can produce this cavity, but electron beam
bombardment is the most common. ● A second electron from a higher shell fills the inner shell gap. However, energy must be released to balance the process. ● A third electron, Auger electron, escapes from the atom carrying excess energy in the process of less radiation - the Auger process.
Alternatively, an X-Ray photon can also remove an energy overcasity. ● Analysis of emitted Auger electrons. This stage is a technical step that allows high precision perception of charged particles and measurement of their kinetic energy. The kinetic energy of information auger electrons provides
identification of the elements on the surface under analysis. The area of auger peaks is proportional to elementalconstruation. During the process, electrons must leave the surface without loss of energy. The electron beam penetrates to a depth of about one cubic micron, but Auger electrons escape
much smaller volumes. The distance an electron can travel without energy loss is defined as escape depth and depends on electron energy and beam diameter. The minimum escape depth occurs around 80 -100 eV and increases for lower and higher kinetic energies. ICEMS (Instituto Superior Técnico)
Microlab 310 F Capabilities ● 20 Å. ● System located in a sampling depth elementalization that can reach the detection of elements heavier than Li. ● Depth profiling, with depth resolution of around 20. ● Spatial ● Secondary electron images with spatial resolution up to 200 nm. ● Back-dispersed
electronging. ● XPS facilities. Non-monochromatic Mg and Al anotmevcut. Best energy resolution ~0.9 eV. Limitations: ● Samples must be conducting. ● Possibility of radiation damage on some surfaces ● Hydrogen and helium cannot be detected. ● Quantitative detection depends on the element: light
elements 0.1% &gt;; heavy elements %1 &gt;. ● Accuracy of quantitative analysis depending on the availability of sufficient sensitivity factors. The best accuracy is 10% ±. Analysis requirements: ● AES - Contact materials. Cylindrical samples: max. diameter 1 cm and maximum height 1 cm; other shapes:
max. the largest side is 1 cm and the maximum height is 0.3 cm. ● XPS – Conductivity or noncondusic materials of the same sizes as above. ● The sample surface is untreated. Samples are clean and do not contain organic or high vapor pressure contaminants. ● Samples are analyzed as taken first and
after a short engraving to ensure that all contaminants are removed. ● Surface element composition and quantification take less than 1 hour. ● With depth profiling, auger imaging and high-resolution curve mounting, XPS requires analysis time from 1 to 5 hours. APPLICATIONS NOTE: 1 - Auger Analysis
A - Chemical composition, thickness and spatial distribution of elements in serum conversion layers that are built on top of galvanized steel. Effect of treatment time (30 minutes and 24 hours) B - Characterization of passive films formed on stainless steels. C - Analysis of Cr-free pre-processes for
aluminum alloys 2 - XPS Analysis A - Composition of serum conversion layers deposited on galvanized steel. B - Characterization of Alkali germanate glasses. C - Deterioration of temperature aged coatings. ocivm.com &gt; Surface Science Basics &gt; Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) AES Principles
AES Animation Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES), the main technique used to analyze the chemical composition of Auger Augu Spectrumtra Surfaces. This technique determines the concentrations of elements on the surface by measuring the energies of Burger electrons. Please click here to see
animations of the basic principle of AES. When a beam of electrons is fired on the surface of the material, these rays simulate various interactions. One of these interactions is auger electron spectroscopy. The Auger principle works by allowing a high-energy electron from the beam to launch an electron
from its orbit by creating an empty hole in orbit. When this happens, another electron from a higher orbit moves to fill the free space. When the electron changes from a higher orbit to a lower orbit, the energy is released. This energy can eapt a third electron from another orbit. By measuring the energy of
the emitting electron, Auger electron, atom detectable. Different atoms have different atomic orbits and therefore different Auger energies. One of the techniques for measuring the energy of auger electrons is the same as leed installation. It consists of three grids and instead of the existing display of
LEED, an electron connector is located in Auger. The electron gun in the Auger technique also works at a higher energy than LEED. AES Animation Auger Spectra Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is one of the most commonly used surface analysis techniques. X-ray uses the energy of emitted
electrons to identify elements found in an example similar to photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The main difference is that XPS uses X-ray to remove an electron, while AES uses an electron beam to remove an electron. In AES, sample depth depends on the escape energy of electrons. As with XPS,
the warning source is not a function. In AES, the collection depth of electrons due to its small escape depth is limited to 1-5 nm, which allows analysis of the first 2 - 10 atomic layers. In addition, a typical analysis point size is roughly 10 nm. A representative AES spectrum indicating the number of
electrons emitted, N, as a function of kinetic energy, E is shown directly in (red) and in differentiated form (black) Shape \(\PageIndex{1}\). Figure \(\PageIndex{1}\) AES questionnaire spectrum (red) and differential spectrum of oxided fe-Cr-Nb alloy (black). Surface Analysis: The Principal Techniques, 2nd
Edition, based on H. J. Mathieu of Ed. J.C. Vickerman, Wiley-VCH, Weinheim (2011). Like XPS, AES determines the binding energy (Eb) of an electron that measures the kinetic energy (Attachment). Binding energy is inversely proportional to kinetic energy and can be found to be the difference in
business function between \ref{1}, hν event photon and ΔΦ energy sample and detector material. \[ E_{b}\ =\ hu \ -\ E_{k}\ +\ \Delta \Phi \label{1} \] Eb can be used to distinguish AES elements and their oxidation status because it depends on the element and electronic environment of the kernel. For
example, the energy required to remove an electron from Fe3+ is more than Fe0. Therefore, Fe3 + tepe effectively distinguishes oxidation states, Fe0 hill will be lower than attachment. Auger electron comes from a series of events. First, an electron beam comes with enough energy to remove a nucleus
electron by creating a gap (see Figure \(\PageIndex{2}\). Typical energies of primary electrons vary from 3 to 30 keV. A secondary electron (imaging electron) of higher energy falls to fill the cavity (see Figure \(\PageIndex{2}\) b) and eduring enough energy to remove a third electron (Auger electron) from
a higher shell (see Figure \(\PageIndex{2}\) c). Shape Schematic diagram of the Auger process. The shells in which electrons move from the lowest to the highest energy are defined as K shell, L shell and M shell. This terminology is about quantum numbers. Clearly, the K shell represents 1s orbitaltemsil,
the L shell represents 2s and 2p orbitals, and the M shell represents 3s, 3p, and 3d orbitals. The cascade of events begins with the ionization of a K shell electron, followed by the movement of an L shell electron into the empty shell of the K shell. Next, an L shell electron or M shell electron is discarded.
This depends on the element on which hill is common, but usually both hills will be found. The peak seen in the spectrum is labeled according to the shells involved in the movement of electrons. For example, an electron extracted from a gold atom can be labeled Au KLL or Au KLM. The density of the
peak depends on the amount of material available, while the peak position depends on the element. Characteristic auger transitions of each element can be found in the literature. The transitions of the first forty detectable items are listed {1} \(\PageIndex\). Atomic Number Element AES transition Kinetic
Energy Transition (eV) 3 Li KLL 43 4 Be KLL 104 5 B KLL 179 6 C KLL 272 7 N KLL 379 8 O KLL 508 9 F KLL 647 11 Na KLL 990 12 Mg KLL 1186 13 Al LMM 68 14 Si LMM 92 15 P LMM 120 16 S LMM 152 17 Cl LMM 181 19 K KLL 252 20 Ca LMM 291 21 Sc LMM 340 22 Ti LMM 418 23 V LMM 473
24 Cr LMM 529 25 Mn LMM 589 26 Fe LMM 703 27 Co LMM 775 28 Ni LMM 848 29 Cu LMM 920 30 Zn LMM 994 31 Ga LMM 1070 32 Ge LMM 114 7 33 LMM 1228 as 34 Se LMM 1315 35 Br LMM 1376 39 Y MNN 127 40 Zr MNN 147 41 Nb MNN 167 42 Mo MNN 186 Table \(\PageIndex{1}\) Selected
AES transitions and their related kinetics Energy. Surface Analysis: The Principal Techniques, Second Edition, based on H. J. Mathieu of Ed. J.C. Vickerman, Wiley-VCH, Weinheim (2011). Important elements of the auger spectrometer include a vacuum system, an electron source and a detector. AES
should be made at a pressure of less than 10-3 pascal (Pa) to keep the remaining gases away from the sample surface. That's 10-8 to 10-9 Pa. Typical electron sources can be obtained using tungsten filaments with an electron beam diameter of 3 - 5 μm, LaB6 electron sources with a beam diameter of
less than 40 nm, and Schottky barrier filaments with a beam diameter of 20 nm and high beam density using a pressurized ultra-high vacuum system. Two common detector cylindrical mirror analyzer and concentric hemisperik analyzer are described below. In particular, concentric hemisphoric analyzers
often have better energy resolution. The CMA consists of an electron gun, two cylinders, and an electron detector (Figure \(\PageIndex{2}\)). The CMA's study includes an electron gun directed at the sample. A the electron then enters the gap between the inner and outer cylinders (IC and OC). The
potential of the outer cylinder is proportional to the kinetic energy of the electron, while the inner cylinder has the potential for space. Due to its negative potential, the outer cylinder deflects the electron towards the electron detector. Only electrons inside the solid angle cone are detected. The resulting
signal is proportional to the number of electrons detected as a function of kinetic energy. Figure \(\PageIndex{3}\) Diagram of the cylindrical mirror analyzer. Cha consists of three parts (Figure \(\PageIndex{4}\)): A retardant and focus input lens comprehension an internal and external hemisphere (IH and
OH) An electron detector Shape \(\PageIndex{4}\) Concentric hemispheric analyzer diagram. Electrons launched from the surface enter the input lens, which focuses on electrons and delays their energy for better resolution. Electrons then enter the hemisphere with an input slid. A potential difference is
applied to the hemispheres, so that only electrons with little energy difference reach the output. Finally, an electron detector analyzes electrons. AES has widespread use thanks to its ability to analyze small point sizes from 5 μm to 10 nm in diameter depending on the electron gun. For example, AES is
often employed for film growth and surface-chemical composition, as well as for the study of metals and ceramic grain boundaries. It is also used for quality control surface analysis in integrated circuit production lines due to short reception times. In addition, AES is used for areas that require high spatial
resolution that XPS cannot reach. AES can be used in addition to transmission electron microscope (TEM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) for comprehensive understanding of microrealized materials, both chemically and structurally. An example of combining techniques for researching
microscale materials is Figure \(\PageIndex{5}\) which shows the characterization of a single string from a Mr.-Nb multi-wire allotment. Figure \(\PageIndex{5}\) is a SEM image of individual wire, and Figure \(\PageIndex{5}\) b is a diagram that shows the distribution of nb and Sn in wire. Nb and Figure \
(\PageIndex{5}\) Point analysis was performed along the length of the wire to determine the percentage concentrations of the Sn-Nb wire. (a) SEM image of wire, (b) diagram of elemental distribution and (c) graphical display of point analysis that gives nb and sn. percentage concentration adapted from H.
J. Mathieu in Surface Analysis: Basic Techniques, Second Edition, Ed. J.C. Vickerman, Wiley-VCH, Weinheim (2011). AES is widely used for depth profiling. Depth profiling allows layered samples to be characterized beyond the escape depth limit of elementals 0.2 – 1 μm thick. Electron. Event and
aggregation angles vary and the primary beam energy controls the depth of analysis. In general, the depth resolution is reduced by the square root of the sample thickness. In particular, in AES, it is possible to spray and collect Auger data at the same time for depth profiling. The depth and intensity of the
spraying time shows elemental concentrations. Because the spraying process does not affect the ejection of the Auger electron, helium or argon ions can be used to squirt the surface and create trenches, but also when collecting Auger data. There is no problem of hydrocarbon diffusion into the trenches
in the depth profile. Thus, AES is better for depth profiles of reactive metals (for example, gold or any metal or semiconduuls). However, you can change the sample composition by mixing different elements of spraying, because attention should be paid. Although AES is a very valuable surface analysis

technique, there are limitations. Since AES is a three-electron process, elements with less than three electron electrons cannot be analyzed. Therefore, hydrogen and helium cannot be detected. However, detection is better for lighter elements with fewer transitions. Numerous transition peaks in heavy
elements can cause overlaps of the peak, such as the increased peak width of high energy transitions. AES's detection limits include 0.1-1% of a single-layer layer, 10-16 - 10-15 g of material and 1012 – 1013 atom/cm2. Another limitation is the destruction of the sample. The focus of the electron beam
increases the resolution; high-energy electrons can destroy the sample. Beam current densities greater than 1 mA/cm2 should be used to limit destruction. In addition, charging the electron beam on insulation samples can disrupt the sample and cause high-energy peak shifts or the appearance of large
peaks. Summit.
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